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Image-guided procedures are used worldwide in the management

of primary liver tumors and liver metastases. These locoregional

therapies include local tumor ablation and transarterial therapies
and can occasionally downstage an inoperable patient to an

operable status. In hepatocellular carcinoma, data have suggested

that for tumors smaller than 2 cm ablation may be preferable to
surgery. Similar results are emerging for colorectal cancer liver

metastases. Catheter-directed therapies such as bland emboliza-

tion, transarterial chemoembolization, and drug-eluting beads re-

present potential techniques that can provide survival benefit for
inoperable patients. In this review we highlight the most used

techniques and the evidence supporting their current indications for

the treatment of liver tumors. We briefly review upcoming develop-

ments in combination strategies with temperature-sensitive lipo-
somes or immunotherapy for enhancing ablation efficacy.
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Interventional oncology (IO) refers to image-guided procedures
that allow the treatment of cancer under minimally invasive con-
ditions (1). Since the early 1980s, IO approaches have been pro-
posed for primary and secondary liver tumors and have become
increasingly common in clinical practice. Liver ablation proce-
dures and catheter-directed liver therapies are currently used
worldwide to manage liver tumors (2). Classification systems such

as the Barcelona Clinic Liver Classification help to determine the
use of IO procedures and to distinguish the selection of one IO
procedure over another (3,4). However, selection is not always
made according to guidelines but is often dependent on the avail-
ability and experience of interventional oncologists as well as
access to the different technologies (5). The lack of standardiza-
tion in treatment selection renders comparison of research studies
difficult and hampers reproducibility. This review offers a critical
discussion of IO procedures for liver tumors and their outcomes
and includes future perspectives.

PERCUTANEOUS IMAGE-GUIDED ABLATION FOR

LIVER TUMORS

Rationale and Treatment Selection

Percutaneous ablation techniques can be performed with curative
intent for primary and secondary liver tumors. Several ablation
methods are known to have tumoricidal effects: chemical injection of
alcohol, heating, cooling, and irreversible electroporation or electro-
chemotherapy (5–8). Under imaging guidance such as ultrasound,
CT, MRI, or PET/CT, percutaneous ablation can be performed ef-
fectively (Fig. 1) (1). The following describes the ablation procedure.
First, an applicator specific to each ablation technique is inserted
percutaneously into the targeted tissue under imaging guidance.
Applicators vary in diameter (13–17 gauge) and shape (straight
needle to umbrella) (Fig. 2). The ablation modality, needle shape
of the applicator, and amount of energy locally delivered affect the
volume of ablation. Often, a maximum long axis of 4–5 cm and a
large ablation zone of 2–3 cm are observed for a single applicator.
Several other factors also affect the volume or the effectiveness of
the ablation. Properties of the local tumor environment, including
water content and presence of cirrhosis, influence thermal conduc-
tivity, and proximity to large vessels leads to a heat sink effect (9).
Thermal ablation procedures are the most frequently used proce-

dures for liver tumors. These include radiofrequency ablation (RFA)
and microwave ablation (MWA) and, to a lesser extent, cryoablation.
Their specific advantages and limitations are shown in Table 1 (7).
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All achieve substantially different ablation zones and ablation mar-
gins (10). We previously reviewed these procedures in comparison
with irreversible electroporation, a relatively new, nonthermal abla-
tion technique (7). During RFA and MWA, the interventional on-
cologist delivers electric or electromagnetic energy, respectively,
causing the temperature to rise within the targeted tissue. Although
resistive heating is generated by a high-frequency oscillating elec-
tric current during RFA, an oscillating electric field causes polar
molecules (primarily water) to continuously realign and rise in
kinetic energy during MWA (5). Both procedures can cause up to
a 3-fold elevation in tissue temperature (from 37�C to $100�C).
Targeted cancer cells that are exposed to sustained elevated temper-
atures are directly or indirectly killed via coagulative necrosis
wherein the injured tissue undergoes protein denaturation and
cell membrane dysfunction. The heating also causes desiccation
of the tissue and destruction of microvasculature. Conversely,
cryoablation causes the temperature to dip below 240�C within
the targeted tissue. Cryoablation uses expanding argon gas to
induce a freeze–thaw cycle in targeted lesions, resulting in crys-
tal formation and osmotic shock and ultimately cell death in a
small radius around the probe. Recently, MWA has been gaining
more interest and acceptance for liver ablation as it has the potential
to improve energy control and allow increased delivery of energy
compared with RFA (6). MWA has less dependency on the electric
conductivities of tissue, and energy delivery is less limited by the
exponential rising electric impedances of tumor tissue (11); there-
fore, it produces higher intratumoral temperatures, larger ablation
volumes, and faster ablation times. MWA also leads to a decreased
heat sink effect.
To date, the ideal candidate for tumor ablation is a patient with

paucifocal disease, a single tumor up to 5 cm or up to 3 tumors
smaller than 3 cm (very early or early stages according to the
Barcelona Clinic Liver Classification staging system), and tumors
1 cm away from major bile ducts and high-flow vessels (2). An

ablation margin of at least 5 mm is recommended because it has
been associated with the best local tumor control, although most
would advocate for a larger margin for metastases (.10 mm) (12).
Although a single applicator is more often used to achieve this
objective, well-positioned overlapping ablations using multiple,
simultaneously activated electrodes or probes can be used to
increase the ablation volume and ensure the efficiency of abla-
tion. Tumors larger than 3 cm and those with complex geometry
or near surrounding organs or sensitive tissue are more difficult
to treat and call for alternative strategies (13). A recent single-
center study assessed the use of a high-power, multiantenna
MWA device to treat tumors larger than 3 cm. This MWA device
showed primary technique effectiveness rates of 91.6% overall,
93.7% in tumors 4 cm or smaller, and 75% in tumors larger than
4 cm (14).

Clinical Outcomes for Primary Liver Tumors

RFAwas first introduced 20 y ago, and its clinical outcomes are
the most extensively documented compared with the other proce-
dures in terms of local tumor response, progression rate, median
survival, and 3-y survival (Table 2) (15).
Survival rates of RFA have been shown to be comparable to

resection for primary liver tumors. Chen et al.’s study (16) ana-
lyzing 180 patients with solitary hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)
smaller than 5 cm found comparable overall survival rates at 1, 2,
3, and 4 y: 96%, 82%, 71%, and 68%, respectively, for ablation
versus 93%, 82%, 73%, and 64% for resection. A metaanalysis
showed no difference between resection and ablation with respect
to overall survival up to 4 y for HCC 3 cm or smaller (17). On the

FIGURE 1. Percutaneous PET/CT-guided RFA of liver metastasis of

colorectal cancer. (A) 54-y-old man with metastatic colorectal cancer

presenting with arterially enhancing 1.3 · 1.0 cm lesion with washout in

segment 5. (B and C) PET/CT-guided MWA using split-dose technique

for targeting tumor (B) and for immediate assessment of ablation com-

pleteness (C). (D) Follow-up contrast-enhanced CT imaging was per-

formed 8 wk after ablation and every 2–4 mo thereafter, showing

continuous involution of ablation zone 2 y after ablation.

FIGURE 2. Ablation devices commonly used. (A) Nanoknife IRE

probes, Angiodynamics. (B) Starburst RFA probe, Angiodynamics. (C)

Valleylab CoolTip RFA probe, Covidien. (D) Certus 140 MWA, NeuWave

Medical. (E) IceRod 140 cryoablation probe, Galil Medical.
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other hand, in a later trial in 230 patients with HCC 5 cm or
smaller or up to 3 nodules, each smaller than 3 cm (18), Huang
et al. (18) found that resection may provide better overall survival
rates; 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-y survival rates for ablation were 87%,
76%, 70%, 66%, and 55%, respectively, versus 98%, 96%, 92%,
83%, and 76% for resection. A study comparing RFA and MWA in
154 patients found that, for a median follow-up of 31 mo for RFA
and 24 mo for MWA, the rate of local tumor progression was
17.7% with RFA and 8.8% with MWA (19). However, in a recent
study evaluating the local efficacy and long-term outcomes of
MWA in 142 HCC patients with 294 tumors, local tumor progres-
sion was observed in 44 (15%) (20).

Clinical Outcomes for Secondary Liver Tumors

Comparisons between RFA and MWA for the treatment of
liver metastases, most often colorectal liver metastases, have shown
that both produce different clinical outcomes in local tumor progres-
sion (2%–60% for RFA vs. 9.6%–14.5% for MWA), median sur-
vival (10.9–60 mo for RFA and 9–41.8 mo for MWA), and 3-y
survival rates (37%–77% for RFA and 32%–70% for MWA)
(6,21,22).

Complications

The mortality rate for thermal percutaneous ablation is low, up
to 0.1% for treatment of HCC (23). However, complications can

occur (24). Major complications occur in about 2%–3% of proce-
dures and include peritoneal hemorrhage, tumor cell seeding, intra-
hepatic abscess formation, bile duct injury, and bowel perforation
(25). The most common minor complications are pain, skin
burns, fever, biloma, hematoma, and pneumothorax. These com-
plications justify further improvements using image guidance or
protective techniques such as hydro- or carbon dioxide separa-
tion techniques to displace organs surrounding the ablation zone
(1,25).

TRANSARTERIAL THERAPIES

Rationale and Treatment Selection

Transarterial therapies consist of hepatic transarterial emboli-
zation (TAE) or transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) therapies.
These therapies are often proposed with palliative intent when
curative treatment is not possible. Transarterial therapies are the
primary treatment for Barcelona Clinic Liver Classification stage B
HCC tumor (asymptomatic, noninvasive, and multinodular). They
are an optional treatment for cholangiocarcinoma and metastases of
colorectal, neuroendocrine, breast, or melanoma cancer (2). In gen-
eral, they are indicated for patients with unresectable disease in-
volving less than 50% of the liver and well-compensated cirrhosis
(Child-Pugh A or B) (26). Contraindications are advanced cirrho-
sis (Child-Pugh C) and poor functional status. Relative contraindications

TABLE 1
Advantages and Limitations of Ablative Techniques Most Frequently Used in Liver

Parameter RFA MWA Cryoablation

Mechanisms of action Oscillating electric current (ions) Dielectric hysteresis (water) Joule Thompson (Argon gas)

Range of temperature obtained ±100°C .100°C −170°C to 0°C

Performance of imaging monitoring Low Mid (gas formation) High (ice ball)

Margins Large Sharp Sharp

Collagen Injured Injured Respected

Size of ablation ,3 cm ,3–5 cm ,5 cm

Mean length of procedure 15 min 10 min 30 min

Cost Low Mid High

TABLE 2
Outcomes After Percutaneous Liver Ablation

Outcome RFA (long-term) MWA (short-term)

Local tumor progression

HCC 14.4 (6–26) 12.7 (5–19.6)

Metastasis 20 (2–60) 11 (9.6–14.5)

1-y overall survival

HCC 90.8 (71.7–100) 93.1 (85.7–98.2)

Metastasis 94 (92–98) 84.5 (83.9–84.9)

3-y overall survival

HCC 65.6 (37.7–82.3) 78.3 (49–77.9)

Metastasis 50 (37–77) 50 (32–70)

Major-complication rate (HCC and metastasis) 2.7 (0–5.7) 3.9 (2.7–4.1)

Data are mean percentage, followed by range in parentheses, for published outcomes (6,15,26,16–19,22–25).
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are tumor within the main portal vein, biliary obstruction, and hepatic
encephalopathy.
Transarterial therapies may yield a survival benefit in cases

where they downstage the disease, placing the patient back within
Milan/University of California San Francisco criteria eligibility
for curative therapy such as liver transplantation or ablation
(1 lesion# 6.5 cm or 2–3 lesions# 4.5 cm with cumulative tumor
burden # 8 cm) (27). They provide also a survival benefit of their
own when compared with conservative measures (28). The ratio-
nale for these therapies is that the liver tumor preferentially re-
ceives blood (#95%) from the hepatic artery whereas normal
tissue receives blood from the portal venous system (26). This
allows for embolization and locoregional chemotherapy of the
tumor without significantly damaging the surrounding healthy
parenchyma.
Transarterial therapies involve the selective catheterization of a

femoral or radial artery; the catheter is placed in the appropri-
ate hepatic arterial branches that provide a blood supply to the
tumor. Thereafter, selective embolization is performed whereby
embolic agents are delivered via the catheter to induce tumor
ischemic necrosis while limiting normal tissue ischemia (27).
TAE uses various embolic agents, which may be spheric or non-
spheric, resorbable or nonresorbable, calibrated or noncalibrated
(e.g., polyvinyl alcohol and calibrated microspheres) (Figs. 3 and
4) (29,30).
TACE combines the delivery of embolization agents with

chemotherapy drugs—for example, doxorubicin, cisplatin, epiru-
bicin, mitoxantrone, mitomycin C, and irinotecan. Depending on
the chemoembolization combination, a total of 10–100 mg of
drugs is administrated through the catheter into the tumor. The
goal of TACE is to achieve a greater concentration of chemother-
apy drugs in the vicinity of the tumor than is possible with intra-
venous administration. To do this, chemotherapy drugs are delivered
into the blood vessels just before (conventional TACE) or at the
same time as (drug-eluting beads [DEB]-TACE) embolization
agents. Embolization-induced hypoxia promotes the secretion of
vascular endothelial growth factor, which increases vessel perme-
ability, ultimately causing cell membrane dysfunction and sta-
sis of blood flow. This allows the drugs to accumulate in the tumor
tissue while the decreased systemic circulation retains them at the
local level (27).
Although TACE is not an uncommon procedure, considerable

heterogeneity exists between centers and interventional radiolo-
gists. Conventional TACE includes the extemporaneous prepara-
tion of drugs as either a solution (for lipophilic drugs) or as a
drug–Lipiodol (Guerbet) emulsion (26). Lipiodol, also known as
ethiodized oil, can be very effective as a drug-carrying, tumor-
seeking, and embolizing agent. When injected, Lipiodol is incor-
porated by cancer cells by pinocytosis. On TACE-induced hypoxia
within cancer cells, Lipiodol is retained within the cells, where it
remains for months, whereas it is washed out from nontumor
portions of the liver (31). Depending on the tumor size, vascular-
ity, and fluoroscopic findings, a total volume of about 10–15 mL of
Lipiodol is injected mixed with a similar volume of drug before a
mixture of the embolic agent and a contrast medium is delivered.
DEB-TACE involves the injection of spheric embolic beads in

the 40- to 900-mm range loaded with the chemotherapeutic drug,
usually doxorubicin, into the tumor bed (32). DEBs are composed
of a hydrophilic and ionic polymer. Drugs can be bound via an
ion-exchange mechanism. This allows the drug to be delivered
simultaneously on the embolic beads.

Clinical Outcomes for Primary Liver Tumors

To date, the literature shows that both TAE and TACE confer
survival benefit compared with conservative management in
patients with unresectable HCC. A large retrospective study in
322 patients showed that patients who underwent TAE experienced
a median survival of 21 mo (33). When TAE with gelatin sponge
particles, conventional TACE (using doxorubicin), and conservative
treatment were compared in 112 HCC patients, 1- and 2-y survival
probabilities were 75% and 50% for TAE, 82% and 63% for TACE,
and 63% and 27% for conservative management, respectively
(TACE vs. conservative management, P 5 0.009) (34). Similarly,
a metaanalysis in 503 patients demonstrated a significant 2-y sur-
vival benefit for TACE compared with conservative management
(odds ratio, 0.53 [range, 0.32–0.89], P 5 0.017) (28).
Several studies have compared conventional TACE with DEB-

TACE. No differences in complete response, overall response, or
disease control rates were observed, but side effects were lower
with DEB-TACE (35). Comparison of DEB-TACE and TAE in
HCC patients found no difference in time to progression, progres-
sion-free survival, or overall survival (30). The median survival
time remained similar, both at around 20 mo.

FIGURE 3. Transarterial embolization and percutaneous ethanol injec-

tion of HCC in 74-y-old man with hepatocellular in background of hep-

atitis C and cirrhosis. (A) MRI demonstrates solitary 2.2 · 1.4 cm

segment 4B tumor. (B–D) Primary treatment of this tumor was per-

formed by combined transcatheter embolization (B and C) and percu-

taneous ethanol injection (D). Segment 4 branch of left hepatic artery

was identified as tumor feeding vessel by both DSA (B) and Flight Plan

for Liver software (C) and embolized to stasis using 1 mL of 40–120 μm
EMBOspheres. CT was performed at conclusion of procedure and used

to target lesion for ethanol injection (D). (E) CT imaging follow-up dem-

onstrates that good local tumor control achieved by combined tech-

nique is maintained after 14 mo.
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TACE has been shown to be effective for unresectable intra-
hepatic cholangiocarcinoma, with disease control rates of 85%–
95% at 3 mo, time to progression of 6–14 mo, and median overall
survival of 12–13 mo (36–38).

Clinical Outcomes for Secondary Liver Tumors

TACE may also treat colorectal liver metastasis, neuroendo-
crine, and breast tumors. Various patient selection approaches and
techniques have been published for the treatment of colorectal
liver metastasis (39,40). Per lobe, 2 treatment sessions spaced at
3–4 wk with delivery of 100 mg of irinotecan at each session are
recommended. For patients with bilobar disease, each lobe is there-
fore treated twice. Lobes are treated alternatively every 2 wk. For
tumor involvement of less than 60%, TACE seems to be achieving a
better outcome than supportive care, especially in cases of hyper-
vascular metastases (41). In a multiinstitutional study in patients
with colorectal liver metastasis, overall survival after DEB-TACE
with irinotecan was 22 mo and progression-free survival was 7 mo
(42). For neuroendocrine tumors, conventional TACE and DEB-TACE
thus far have similar results whatever drugs are used. The median time
to progression was 15–18 mo and the 2-y survival was 66%–100%
(43–45). Lastly, for breast cancer liver metastasis, the median overall
survival of patients who received TACE with doxorubicin was 7.3–
47.0 mo (46), the median disease-free survival was 2.9–17 mo, and
response rates were 7%–73.5%. Overall, for liver metastases, TACE
may be a valuable tool in the management of surgical candidates by
downsizing the tumors in a neoadjuvant setting and for early con-
version to resectability without adverse effects (47).

Complications

Transarterial therapies are generally considered to be well tolerated,
with major complications occurring in only 4%–7% of procedures

and a 30-d mortality rate of approximately 1% (48). Targeted in-
jection of DEB-TACE allows higher cytotoxic drug concentrations
within the tumor and lower systemic exposure due to controlled
drug-release over several days within the treated tissue (31), less-
ening the risk of adverse events compared with conventional TACE
(35). The most common serious complications of TACE are liver
abscess or liver infarction and cholecystitis (;2% of patients).
A very common complication of transarterial therapies is post-

embolization syndrome, which occurs in up to 90% of TACE
patients and lasts for up to 3 d (48). Symptoms consist of fever,
nausea, vomiting, and abdominal pain (49). This is thought to
result from therapeutic cytotoxicity, tumor ischemia, and result-
ing intrahepatic and extrahepatic inflammation occurring after
embolization (50). Combination therapy is useful to manage
the symptoms (49,51). Prolonged pain may suggest that embo-
lization has occurred in nontargeted organs, in particular the
pancreas, resulting in pancreatitis, or the gallbladder or upper
gastrointestinal tract, resulting in cholecystitis or gastric or duodenal
ulceration. This is a serious complication. The gallbladder usually
tolerates unintended embolization; however, to avoid this compli-
cation, treatment has to be performed distal to the cystic artery (2).
Further research is needed to understand the impact of the primary
disease site, TACE technique, and chemotherapeutic agent on post-
embolization symptoms.
Other serious complications may occur, including liver failure,

tumor rupture (,1% of cases) or biloma, and vessel injury. TACE
is infrequently associated with bone marrow suppression and alo-
pecia. With varying frequency, each intraarterial therapy is asso-
ciated with the risk of dissection and occlusion, which can render
further procedures more challenging.

Other Implications for Patient Care

Percutaneous liver ablations are generally performed under con-
scious sedation. In complex cases, as well as in cases where breath-
hold is required for imaging (e.g., PET-guided liver ablation), general
anesthesia and monitoring is required. Transarterial therapies can
be performed under conscious sedation or general anesthesia. An
antiemetic (palonosetron hydrochloride, 0.25 mg intravenously) and
antibiotic (cephazolin, 1 g intravenously) are administered before
the procedure. The patients recover in the postanesthesia recovery
unit, are observed overnight and discharged from the hospital
the following day (percutaneous ablation) or after an average of
3 d (hepatic tumor embolization).

Recommended Clinical and Imaging Follow-Up

Patients are evaluated with multiphase CT and PET (for avid
tumors) 4–8 wk after a successful IO procedure and every 2–4 mo
thereafter for the following 2 y. MRI will be used instead of dy-
namic liver CT for patients with contraindication to contrast agents
or those with increased creatinine levels. MRI is also acceptable for
certain sarcoma or melanoma tumors.
Clinic visits are scheduled at 1–2 wk after embolization or

ablation—with laboratory tests including liver function tests, com-
plete blood counts, prothrombin time, and international normal-
ized ratio—and at the time of imaging follow-up thereafter. For
patients without local tumor progression for 2 y after treatment,
subsequent follow-up can be done at 6-mo intervals, in perpetuity.

COMBINED THERAPIES AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

To optimize outcomes for patients with 3- to 5-cm tumors, percu-
taneous ablation may be performed in combination with TAE/TACE.

FIGURE 4. Transarterial embolization and percutaneous MWA of

HCC in 63-y-old man with HCC. (A) MRI of liver identifies mildly

hyperenhancing 2.5 · 2.1 cm lesion in segment 4A displaying mild

T2 hyperintensity, with washout and 2.2 · 1.4 cm lesion in segment

8 anterior to right hepatic vein also displaying washout, both sugges-

tive of HCC. Segment 2/3 and segment 4 hepatic arteries, identified

as branches feeding segment 4 tumor, were embolized to stasis using

2 mL of 40–120 μm EMBOspheres (also ethanol). (B) Segment 8 tumor

was not identified angiographically but was visible on ultrasound and was

treated with MWA. (C) MRI follow-up at 3 mo shows stable postemboliza-

tion (and postalcohol ablation) scar in hepatic segment 4, 1.9 · 1.3 cm,

and stable post-MWA scar in hepatic segment 7/8, 2.6 · 1.7 cm.
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This takes advantage of 2 different tumoricidal methods to
ensure adequate tumor destruction. Moreover, arterial embo-
lization and subsequent tumor contrast uptake may improve
tumor visualization and increase the efficiency of ablation by reduc-
ing heat sink and thus increasing the rate of heating and ablation
size. When ablation follows embolization, it is possible to target
areas of tumor showing lower postembolization contrast uptake
resulting from less deposition of embolic material and in which
the likelihood of viable residual tissue is higher (Fig. 3). Further-
more, the drug delivered during TACE may increase the sensitiv-
ity of tumor cells to elevated temperatures, potentially enhancing
the efficacy of the ablation (Fig. 4) (13).
In a study including 139 patients with recurrent HCC after

resection, the 1-, 3-, and 5-y overall survival rates were 94%, 69%,
and 46% for the combination-therapy group (RFA1TACE) and
82%, 47%, and 36% for the RFA-alone group (52). Improved
overall survival was observed in patients with 3- to 5-cm tumors.
In another study in 189 HCC smaller than 7 cm, overall survival
and PFS rates were significantly better in the embolization-ablation
group than in the group who underwent RFA alone (53). The overall
survivals were 92.6%, 66.6%, and 61.8% for the TACE-RFA group
and 85.3%, 59%, and 45.0% for the RFA group, at 1-, 3-, and 4-y,
respectively (P5 0.002). The recurrence-free survivals were 79.4%,
60.6%, and 54.8% and 66.7%, 44.2%, and 38.9%, respectively (p 5
0.009). Recent studies have demonstrated that patients with large,
unresectable HCC experienced significantly longer survival with
combination therapy using both RFA/MWA and TAE/TACE when
compared with patients who had undergone either TACE or MWA
alone; however, there is still a lack of studies comparing different
combined embolization and ablation strategies (6).
Targeted drug delivery through activatable nanocarriers such as

liposomes is a promising further development (54). The physio-
chemical properties of liposomes can be adapted for IO by altering
their composition, size, shape, and surface properties. The overall
goal of using these nanocarriers in drug delivery is to treat a disease
more effectively by providing an increased amount of drugs with
minimum side effects. They also might enhance the efficacy of
thermal ablation. Several other nanocarriers have already been
developed; however, only a few of them are clinically approved
for the delivery of antitumor drugs for their intended actions
into liver and none are approved for use by IO techniques. Re-
cently, in a phase III clinical trial, lyso-thermosensitive liposo-
mal doxorubicin was safely used to locally release a high
concentration of doxorubicin after RFA for HCC lesions larger
than 5 cm to improve efficacy (55).
Although the goals of tumor ablation by IO are similar to

resection, ablation differs in that the tumor material is left in
situ. Thus, similar to radiation therapy, ablation may trigger a
systemic antitumor immune response whereas surgery would
not (56,57). Accumulating evidence has shown that thermal
ablation can induce distant tumor regression or progression
(58). This abscopal effect may depend on the activation of
the antitumor immune response (Fig. 5). It may be spontaneous
or directed by immunotherapies and checkpoint inhibitors (59).
After thermal ablation, various immune modulating factors such
as tumor antigens, danger signals, and cytokines are released
or expressed (60,61). However, as this immune response is thought
to be weak, combination strategies are being developed to increase
antigen presentation to T-cells or enhance the T-cell function for
cancer cell elimination by blocking the inhibition of cytotoxic
T-lymphocytes (62). Although most of these approaches currently

remain in the preclinical stages, encouraging results have been
reported in tumor models and a few clinical trials are under way
(56,57). Most of these trials involve the combined use of thermal
ablation and immune checkpoint inhibitors such as anti-CTLA-4
(cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4), anti-PD-1 (pro-
grammed cell death protein 1), anti-PD-L1 (programmed death-
ligand 1), and anti-OX40 (or CD134 is a member of the tumor
necrosis factor receptor superfamily) antibodies. A similar ratio-
nale has been advocated for combined therapy with TACE, but
further evaluation is required.

CONCLUSION

The benefits associated with both percutaneous liver ablations
and catheter-directed therapies are supported by numerous pre-
clinical and clinical studies. These techniques are now widely
acknowledged worldwide. However, further multiinstitutional
evaluations introducing standardized protocols are needed for
optimization.
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